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Abstract.  
In the field of non-destructive testing of structures, 2D and 3D imaging of internal flaws is a 
critical task. Defect imaging allows to make informed follow-up decisions based on the 
morphology of the flaw. This paper will present advances in ultrasonic tomography for the 
2D visualization of internal flaws. A set of unique Global Matched Coefficients (GMC) is 
introduced. This addition to the conventional algorithms discriminates data-sets (of 
intensities) that contribute to noise apart from data-sets that make contributions to the 
scatterers in the medium. Therefore, the resulting image has a higher dynamic range and 
better spatial resolution. The GMCs rely on a training set, or an expected response. To show 
its robustness, a time-of-flight (TOF) based expected response is investigated as the primary 
training set. Results will be shown from experimental testing of actual flawed components in 
the laboratory. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Non-invasive imaging techniques are essential to provide a comprehensive diagnosis and 
prognosis of potentially damaged structures and materials. Ultrasonic waves can be used in 
such non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques in a variety of applications such as 
structural health monitoring (SHM), material characterization, flaw detection and 
characterization, etc. As such, applications of ultrasonic arrays have widely been used in the 
NDE / SHM field and the medical diagnostic imaging field. In the literature, advances in the 
ultrasonic imaging field have been made possible by synthetic apertures and beamforming 
frameworks [1, 3]. These advances provide a greater advantage by minimizing the 
transmissions while producing more energy in the wavefront. Classical synthetic aperture 
imaging uses successive individual elements to illuminate the medium. Echos of any 
scatterers are received and measured from all elements. In reception, the full matrix capture 
(FMC) waveforms are collected and processed through various beamforming algorithms. 
There are several beamforming frameworks in ultrasound imaging that have been explored. 
The classical approach is the DAS algorithm approach that is typically used for fast and 
robust image reconstruction. DAS combines the summation of the calculated time-of-arrival 
responses from waveforms of the elements for a given pixel point, by calculated delays, or 
time-of-ight (TOF), across the elements in the array. An improvement over the basic DAS is 
the MVD algorithm, also known as the Capon's method that has been used in various array 
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processing applications [2, 5]. This method improves the quality and accuracy of the images 
by applying weights that forces the array to "look" in a specific direction, in addition to the 
summation of the waveforms to the DAS algorithm to minimize noise, thereby, improving 
the clarity of the image [4]. 

A new unique adaptive beamforming framework is presented. A set of Global Matched 
Coefficients (GMC) is introduced to be used in conjunction with the prior mentioned 
beamforming frameworks. By exploiting the correlation of the expected response and the 
measured response from the elements in the array, specific data sets will have greater 
influences than others. This additional information can improve the overall quality and 
accuracy of the image. The GMC can be applied to existing algorithms, such as the basic 
DAS and MVD. The expected responses explored here consider the expected TOF of the 
wave propagating in the material for each of the pixels in the imaging domain. 

2. GLOBAL MATCHED COEFFICIENT 

This section will discuss a novel addition to the SAF frameworks. A new set of Global 
Matched Coefficients (GMC) is introduced. In essence, the global response is often neglected 
in the SAF frameworks. These beamforming algorithms consider each element as an 
independent contribution to the overall image. Because of this, noise is usually introduced, 
causing artifacts, and large side lobes in an image. 

For N transmissions and M receivers, there are N*M amount of waveform data sets at each 
pixel. This implies that the pixel already has a contribution of N*M times the noise of one 
waveform. Due to reverberations, multiple reflections, and speckles, from the N*M data sets, 
there will be some sets that have a higher energy in the noise; therefore, the noise level is at 
least N*M times more. The idea here is the GMC compares each dataset, at each pixel, to an 
expected response for a scatterer at that pixel. From this, a cross-correlation of the measured 
data set and expected response data set will produce the GMC [6]. 

In concept, the global matched coefficient is a matched filter at zero lag, the cross-
correlation at zero-lag, or the inner product, of the expected values vector and the observed 
data set vector. From this, the data sets are reevaluated: the more similar the two vectors are, 
the more relevant the observed data set is. This global matched coefficient can analyze the 
correlation between any set of data, as long as the data set has some degree of correlation 
between the measured and expected responses. 

The objective of the GMC is to find some metric that will indicate a level of correlation 
between the extracted delayed amplitudes. This metric will determine how much significance 
the amplitudes will have in the final pixel intensity value. It is important to note that the 
GMC addition is only as effective as the goodness of the metric. This implies that if the 
expected response models are not statistically significant enough to discriminate the 
measured data, then the addition of the GMC will not be as effective. For example, extracting 
the expected maximum values in a waveform may not be as effective as the ratio of several 
amplitudes, as the latter brings a higher degree of correlation. 

 
2.1    Global Matched Coefficient derivation 

To show its contribution, consider a data set from one transmission i that exploit 
correlations between times of arrival of the maximum waveform peak. Let Ai,xy be the Mx1 
vector of extracted times of arrival, calculated for the i – th transmission and let ei,xy be the 
Mx1 expected vector of times of arrival computed for the i − th transmission and a scatterer 
at (x, y). If all N transmissions are considered, let Axy be the NMx1 vector of extracted times 
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of arrival, calculated for i =  1: N transmission and let exy be the NMx1 expected vector of 
times of arrival computed for i =  1 : N transmission and a scatterer at (x, y). 

Then the GMC can be computed as one super-vector: 
 
 

  (1) 
 

or: 
   

 xy xy xye A                                                                   (2) 

 
 
2.2    Application of Global Matched Coefficient to existing frameworks  

For the conventional DAS algorithm, the global matched coefficients are applied as: 
 
 

(3) 
 
 

where αij,xy is the global matched coefficient for the pixel (x, y) for the i-th transmission and 
the j-th receiver, wij,xy is the unique weighting coefficient for the i-th transmission, the j-th 
receiver, and the pixel (x,y) and Aij is the time of arrival value of the maximum peak in the 
waveform for the i-th transmission to the j-th receiver at the delayed time τij,xy.  In matrix 
form, it can be expressed as: 
 
 
 

(4) 
 

where αxy is the global matched coefficient for the pixel (x, y), wxy is the vector of weighting 
coefficients for the pixel (x,y), T denotes the Hermitian transpose and Rxy is the auto-
correlation matrix.  

For the MVD framework, the image operator with the introduction of the GMC can be 
expressed as: 

 
 

(5) 
 
 

where αij,xy is the global matched coefficient for the pixel (x, y) for the i-th transmission and 
the j-th receiver, wij,xy is the unique weighting coefficient for the MVD algorithm for the i-th 
transmission, the j-th receiver, and the pixel (x,y) and Aij is the time of arrival value of the 
maximum peak in the waveform for the i-th transmission to the j-th receiver at the delayed 
time τij,xy. In matrix form: 
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where αxy is the global matched coefficient for the pixel (x, y), wxy is the vector of weighting 
coefficients for the pixel (x,y), T denotes the Hermitian transpose and Rxy is the auto-
correlation matrix. 
2.3    Experimental tests using Global Matched Coefficient 

Experimental tests were carried out using the same setup described for the wave structure-
based weights, which is an aluminum block with a side hole tested with a linear array of 32 
ultrasonic transducers. Images of the specimen were realized for both Delay-and-Sum and 
Minimum Variance Distortionless Response method with and without the application of the 
Global Matched Coefficient, in order to verify the improvements introduced by this 
parameter in terms of image accuracy. Figure 1 shows the results obtained with a Delay-and-
Sum algorithm for an on-axis hole, where the introduction of the GMC dramatically 
improves the detection of the defect in terms of spatial resolution and location. Figure 2 
presents the results obtained with the MVDR method for an off-axis hole. Also in this case, 
the introduction of the GMC consistently improves the accuracy of the image in terms of 
defect detection and characterization. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

A new global matched coefficient (GMC) addition to the existing beamforming framework 
was presented and formulated. A unique set of time-of-flight dependent expected response, or 
replica vectors were also discussed. The GMC addition was applied to the conventional DAS 
and MVD frameworks. The reconstruction of images using ultrasound is presented in both of 
DAS and MVD frameworks of a defected aluminum block. Additionally, images constructed 
utilizing the GMC addition are also presented and they show a considerable improvement in 
spatial resolution and SNR with respect to conventional imaging algorithms. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Images for conventional DAS (left) and DAS with GMC (right) using the time-of-flight 
metric for longitudinal waves obtained from experimental tests (dimensions are in [mm]). 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Images for conventional MVD (top) and MVD with GMC (bottom) using the time-of-flight 
metric for longitudinal waves obtained from experimental tests (dimensions are in [mm]). 
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